A good deal of Twitter research focuses on event-detection using algorithms that rely on key words and tweet density. We present an alternative analysis of tweets, filtering by hashtags related to the 2012 Superbowl and validated against the 2013 baseball World Series. We analyze low-volume, topically similar tweets which reference specific plays (sub-contexts) within the game at the time they occur. These communications are not explicitly linked; they pivot on keywords and do not correlate with spikes in tweets-per-minute (tpm). Such phenomena are not readily identified by current event-detection algorithms, which rely on volume to drive the analytic engine. We propose to demonstrate the effectiveness of empirically and theoretically informed approaches and use qualitative analysis and theory to inform the design of future event-detection algorithms. Specifically, we propose theories of Information Grounds and 'third-places' to explain sub-contexts that emerge. Conceptualizing subcontexts as a socio-technical place advances the framing of Twitter event-detection from principally computational to deeply contextual.
Introduction
Event-detection via Twitter is one of the most prominent cross-contextual areas of microblogging research. Many event-detection algorithms focus on anomalies in tweet volume, typically expressed in tweets-per-minute (tpm). Others use semantic modeling, coupling tpm anomaly detection with keyword identification. This technique shows promise for more fine grained event-detection within known events such as game-play tweeting (Chakrabarti and Punera, 2011; Zhao, Zhong, Wickramasuriya and Vasudevan, 2011) . These different approaches to event-detection identify spikes in tweet volume and report prominent words, but do not focus on the context or content of the events (Munro, 2012; Gelernter and Wu, 2012) . The identification of actionable information from Twitter would have many immediate, prominent applications in disaster response, civic engagement, and other domainsThus the pursuit of event detection via Twitter continues in spite of present limitations.
Here we apply theory and qualitative, empirical tweet analysis to enhance event detection research on Twitter. Instead of focusing on tweet volume as a primary signal of actionable information, we focus on the context of tweets containing words that signal direct relevance to gameplay contexts, adding another dimension to computational framings of Twitter as a single, dynamic flood of information to monitor. This choice is motivated by socio-informational theories framing Twitter interactions; users share information through Twitteras communication intended to connect rather than merely to inform, this act of sharing also functions as social behavior.
Two related theories of information behavior and social participation act as starting points for a theoretically informed and analytically pragmatic approach to signal detection in Twitter. Specifically, Information Grounds theory (Pettigrew, 1998) and 'third place' theory (1999) , are employed to operationalize Twitter analysis. We address the problem of event detection throughTweet analysis surrounding the 2012 Superbowl, a database whose large-scale, yet compressed nature allows us to detect discrete, meaningful events during the game to serve as focal points for analysis.
An integrative analysis incorporating components of Information Grounds and third places provide a more nuanced understanding of information streams generated by Twitter during a Superbowl event than approaches focusing primarily on tweet volume. We identify gameplay phrases at the beginning of tweets to identify connections between low volumes of tweets and gameplay events. Based on these findings, we then develop an algorithm to evaluate against twitter corpuses from the 2012 Superbowl and the 2013 Baseball World Series. Both evaluations validate our initial findings.
Theoretical Framing: Social and Information Contexts
The evolution of Information Grounds theory (Pettigrew, 1998 (Pettigrew, , 1999 explicitly builds on Oldenburg and Brissett's (1982) conceptualization of third places by including information behavior that emerges in social contexts. Pettigrew defines Information Grounds as environments 'temporarily created when people come together for a singular purpose' resulting in a social atmosphere that 'fosters spontaneous and serendipitous sharing of information' (Pettigrew, 1999: 811) . Examples of Information Grounds include any public or quasi-public space in which people seek resources, such as a medical office waiting room). Oldenburg's (1999) concept of third places describes social (rather than purely functional) settings separate from primary social environments, such as the home or workplace. Examples of third places include coffee shops, community centers, bars and beauty shops. Both Information Grounds and third places are used in the literature to describe locations in the real (nonvirtual) world. Steinkuehler and Williams (2006) recognize shifting conceptualizations of 'place' to include virtual places like MMOs [massively multi-player online games]. Twitter interaction shares some properties with MMOs -principally that interactions are ephemeral and occur as text.
Empirical Framing: A Thin Text Line as Place

Information Sharing
Structurally linked strands of text enable analysis based on mimetic style rather than hashtag demarcation to identify social engagement and information-sharing on Twitter. Such textual communication is empirically well-matched with theories of Information Grounds and third places. For example, we show that gameplay tweets are only linked by common sentence structures due to a limited social utility, and are therefore not technologically generative. Through these structural features, we find that users inscribe a new format, leading to common, structural expression of shared information about a distinct event.
Filling the Gap Left by Algorithms
These formats are not easily detectable through previously described methodologies. The very structural features that characterize them as Information Grounds and third places -i.e., prosaic, descriptive content focusing on events rather than social experiences -render retweets less likely. Consequently, those sub-contexts do not correspond to higher peak density of tweets, and remain undetected by algorithms relying on volume for analysis.
In the following sections, we further describe prior research on information production, filtering, and recommendation to frame our argument that tweet sentence structure aids in the identification of Information Grounds or third places on Twitter. We discuss prior research on event-detection during sporting events, and describe data sets and methods employed in our analysis. Findings illustrate structural linking behaviors, outlining new opportunities for event-detection algorithm development. Finally, we discuss implications of this work for future studies.
Related Work
Twitter as Information Grounds
Pettigrew characterized Information grounds as 'social settings in which people share everyday information while attending to a focal activity' (Fisher, Landry and Naumer, 2007) . In 2006, Fisher and Naumer considered the possibility that information grounds may include everything from health clinics to sporting events, suggesting its validity as a framework for investigating information sharing behavior. In their Information Ground study of college students at University of Washington, Fisher and Naumer (2006) determined that students perceive the 'best information' to be encountered in 'restaurants and coffee shops' (Fisher and Naumer, 2006: 103; Fisher et al., 2007) . At that time only 3% perceived online sources as an information ground (Fisher and Naumer, 2006: 103; Fisher et al., 2007) ; but the survey predates widespread use of social media and microblogging platforms. Fisher, Durrance and Hinton (2004) describe information grounds as comprised of seven attributes:
1. Can occur anywhere, in any type of temporal setting and are predicated on the presence of individuals. 2. Act as a gathering place intended for a primary, instrumental purpose other than information sharing. 3. Are attended by varying social types, most if not all of whom play expected, important, diverse roles in information flow. 4. Generate information flow as a byproduct of the primary activity of social interaction. 5. Formal and informal information sharing, with information flow occurring in many directions. 6. People use information obtained at information grounds in alternative ways, and benefit along physical, social, affective, and cognitive dimensions. 7. Many sub-contexts exist within an information ground and are based on people's perspectives and physical factors; together these sub-contexts form a grand context (Fisher et al., 2004: 756) On Twitter, information exists in a temporal setting and is based on the availability of many individuals sharing content where hashtags create relations between content. Social interaction may or may not be the primary activity, but is the implicit goal of any social network. Information flows in many directions on Twitter, and sub-contexts that form within Twitter information grounds are based on 'perspective' and 'physical factors' -i.e., what users are experiencing.
Technological Information Grounds occur on Twitter when hashtags are adopted to engage in shared (findable) discourse and produce information flow as a byproduct. Hashtags link to a wider stream of discourse, a context that is itself a linked stream; but structurally or linguistically linked text emerges as a sub-context, forming in a location (a hashtag stream). Hashtags thus create a 'virtual location'; the event in the physical world, in this case the Superbowl, is the physical location around which experience is shared and information is exchanged. Location is construed as inclusive of both physical location and virtual participation around a hashtag.
Twitter as a third place?
Information Grounds theory has evolved to integrate Oldenburg's (1999) notion of 'third places,' (Fisher, Naumer, Durrance, Stromski and Christiansen, 2005) . According to Oldenburg, third places are neutral spaces where people can come and go freely without permission or invitation. In third places, individuals have no preexisting status carried over from their home, workplace, or society. These 'first two characteristics of the third place … merely set the stage' for the primary activity of third places: conversation (Steinkuehler and Williams, 2006: 892) . Third places are also accessible, inviting, and populated with regulars as well as newcomers. Lack of 'pretension,' invites 'verbal word play and wit' and gives a sense of 'hominess' to the space (Oldenburg, 1999) . In this way third places are natural grounds for community building. The concept of third places has been applied in computer-mediated communication studies -e.g. Steinkuehler and Williams study of MMOs (Steinkuehler and Williams, 2006 (Steinkuehler and Williams, 2006) .
Twitter meets each of these criteria. Lack of 'obligation or entanglements with other participants' enabling users to 'come and go as they please' creates a neutral ground. Twitter is also a 'leveler' because status is ultimately irrelevant providing that the content a user provides is useful or interesting. While updates may be the main activity on Twitter, conversation is the primary focus, and 'playfulness and wit' are valued in the sub-contexts that we identify. Twitter is also easily accessible, accommodating, and fundamentally democratic: anyone with a computer can have an account, and one does not need followers to participate. To the extent that regulars give Twitter its 'characteristic mood,' they may have a role in shaping the form that information takes. In the case of celebrity tweeters, they do, indeed, shape mood of the twitter stream, often humorously, yet this tonal or mood-building content may be an inadequate lens for considering event-centered Twitter activity.
Twitter text is also 'characteristically homely' in that the 140-character limit constrains use of complex prose and sophisticated words to create an inevitably casual style. The mood of Twitter is indeed 'playful' (even if it is also, at times, quite serious). Some of the most popular tweets in our Superbowl corpora put a humorous spin on events. Finally, Twitter is a 'home away from home' in the sense of a virtual location to which people are inspired to return repeatedly for feelings of cultural participation and connection with others whom they know personally and/or are culturally relevant to them.
Hashtags share several attributes with both information grounds and third spaces. Though lacking a physical space, hashtags become highly accessible sites of culture and meaning as threaded, open streams of findable discourse. Hashtags are the textual equivalent of a casual hangout where people converge on the same topic to share and advertise their interest. The notion of a virtual environment as a "third space" is not new, nor is it spared critique in the literature. Soukup (2006) opposes the inclusion of online spaces as third places, arguing that they lack 'reality', are by definition not 'levelers' because the Internet divide sets up barriers to entry, and that these spaces require 'prerequisite' knowledge to participate and are, therefore, not open to the public. Exploring Twitter as a third place seems warranted by descriptions of Twitter in both scholarly and popular literature.
Reporting of Sports Events: Computational Approaches
Zhao et al.'s (2011) study of NFL football games from 2010 to 2011 sampled Twitter data from Twitter's Streaming API to recognize NFL game events within 40 seconds of their occurrence with 90% reported accuracy. A training data set developed during the 2010 Superbowl containing roughly half a million tweets was queried for keywords. Their real-time, live detection of game-related tweets from the Streaming API encompasses a total of roughly 20 million game-related tweets from 3.5 million users over 9 weeks (100 games) and 1 million game-related tweets from the 2011 Superbowl. These tweets were ranked by 'term frequency' (the duration of the game) and filtered through an algorithm to eliminate misspellings. A 'two-stage solution' was employed to recognize events in realtime, but it was later discovered that the Streaming API limited this model due to an implicit throughput limit, precluding detection of any increase. Zhao et al.'s two-stage model includes an adjusted sliding window that detects events based on change in post rates and lexicon-based content analysis. Zhao et al. (2011) posit that this increase in post rate is on par with earthquakes and celebrity deaths. When an event of similar magnitude is detected, the lexicon-based analysis is applied to the event's post rate. In contrast to other 'sensor' algorithms used to monitor major events, which rely on tweet structure (number of words and context) (Sakaki, Okazaki, and Matsuo, 2010) to detect earthquakes, Zhao et al.'s model removes URLs, twitter usernames, punctuation, @username replies, and emoticons before the keyword is extracted from the tweet. This means that the final analysis is performed on spikes and keywords outside of their original context.
The event-detection algorithm determines the type of 'game event' represented in the burst; in American Football, these include touchdowns and interceptions, among others. This is accomplished through tweet analysis to determine keywords with highest post rate. In Zhao et al., two-thirds of events were detected in fewer than 30 seconds. The discovery of the limits of the Streaming API (50 tps) during the 2011 Superbowl is reflected in a subsequent 'unified' model that does not require post rate to detect events. Instead, it adapts the keyword search to a more computationally intensive real-time analysis requiring all tweets to be searched for keywords.
Other studies demonstrate the potential detection of game events through fan commentary on social media. Chakrabarti and Punera (2011) study NFL game reporting on Twitter, employing a method to summarize gameplay events that reveals semantically and temporally linked structures in tweets concerning a sporting event. Chakrabarti and Punera rely on a set vocabulary and learned 'hidden states' to detect co-occurring commentary. Using team and player name hashtags to filter the data , the authors discovered Twitter users to be 'remarkably consistent' in how they refer to plays. Organic categories of gameplay tweets included comment-play (and play-detail, e.g. number of yards), comment-general and comment-game. When matched within a few minutes of the actual plays in the game, their analysis reveals corresponding peaks, referred to as 'sub-events', or micro-level trends measured as changes in tweet frequency. Chakrabarti and Punera (2011) found that searching by hashtag alone is insufficient to detect emergent sub-events -action in the game that is characterized by tweeters, and for that reason supplement time-bound hashtag plots, which use frequency of team name hashtags (e.g. #jets, #steelers, etc) with keyword detection. Keywords like 'interception,' 'fumble' and 'touchdown' are represented through a Hidden Markov Model (Chakrabarti and Punera, 2011) in which the instance of a new state (or 'sub-event') depends only on the distribution of the previous states. These keywords are developed by an HMM-based (Hidden Markov Model) word alignment statistical translation tool which models multiple events of the same type to learn parameters that best fit the data. The model parameters contain multinomial word distributions and transition probabilities, or the measure of time between sub-events. Each sub-event produces a set of top tweets. From this, Chakrabarti and Punera (2011) learn top words from five 'hidden states' discovered through their HMM-based approach. Each of these states is labeled and associated with specific words: 'Touchdown' (stop, catch, drive, pass), 'Field-Goal' (miss, kick, kicker, no good, score), 'Interception' (int, throw, pick touchdown, defense), 'Defense and Fumble' (sack, good, punt, stop, block), and 'Penalty and Fumble' (challenge, run, hold, punt, call). These states are associated with player names, and computations are continually modified for each game.
Computational approaches focus on accumulating and counting specific words or total tweets without reference to the context of the tweet. Structure (or patterned text) remains an underexplored and potentially fruitful unit of Twitter data analysis that may complement keyword analysis to detect content relevant to gameplay action and actionable for participants. Moreover, keyword variability may be more than a product of different viewer vocabularies; it may also emerge as a shared vocabulary acquired during the course of the game through the mutual participation of announcers, memes, and other surrounding events.
Dataset and Methods
Data Set
We examine Twitter activity during the 2012 NFL Superbowl, from 23 January 2012 (following the conference championships where the competing teams were determined) through 8 February 2012. Our sample contains 797,128 tweets including at least one of the following hashtags: #superbowl and #sb46. #superbowl was tweeted 624,454 times, roughly three times the number of tweets containing #sb46 (190, 270) . Those tweets that are relevant to gameplay are discussed in the following section.
We collected data using Twitter's search API (Authors, 2012a) at one-minute intervals to assemble the 1,500 most recent tweets, and then parsed the data using a set of custom-built Twitter data analysis scripts (Authors, 2012a). We configured TwitterZombie to collect: #superbowl and #sb46, and selected tweets during a 16-day period from the day following the conference championship games through the Monday following the Superbowl.
Methods
We use qualitative analytical approaches from grounded theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1990; Yin, 2008) to interpret events as they are detected and connect social media information streams to events in the game. Specifically, we adapted Strauss and Corbin (1990) to our process of content analysis, following the ontological and methodological approaches outlined in (Authors, 2012b) . This approach specifically involved a reflexive process of (a) manually coding all tweets by topics that emerged from the data (open coding); (b) from the resulting codes, refining the list and axially recoding each tweet as "gameplay", "celebrity/non-gameplay", "conversational" or "general/non-gameplay"; (c) identifying common gameplay words in "gameplay" tweets; and (d) discerning the position of these "gameplay" words in the tweet.
Through this approach, we systematically move between analyzing trace data using statistical methods and coding content associated with specific tweets. For example, we searched for #interception and #int, #td for touchdown, and all sensible key words identified by Chakrabarti and Punera (2011) . We then searched for similar keywords relating to action on the field. "Gameplay words" included player names, and more descriptive gameplay text, such as 'tackle' and 'first down'. We verified structural patterns, such as repetitions of a sentence starting with 'Manning' (a player in the game), followed by content concerning activities on the field at the same time) were not part of some larger retweet network. If we discovered salient keywords or hashtags, we coded their utilization in the body of the tweet. Moving between our keyword codebook and refinements based on the context of the tweet, we identified keywords and phrases that surface structural patterns other than those revealed by hashtag or tweet volume (tpm) analysis alone. We then aligned these results with the physical time of the plays.
Findings
Our findings suggest novel approaches for separating signal from noise during Twitter events. Two key findings emerge from our analysis of Superbowl tweets occurring within the 16-day timeframe. First, we identify information behavior that emerges as structurally linked tweets containing descriptions about the game that are cued by starting phrases and key words not found elsewhere -that is, outside the 7 minutes following the described event. Within the context of structurally linked communication, we show that these game-play tweets are linked only by similar sentence structure. No structure exists to detect these events -at least, not by using Twitter signaling markers: @-replies, retweet, and @-mentions. Second, we illustrate the degree of connection between tweets and the gameplay action they describe with a time series analysis. We show that while most gameplay tweets occur within 2 minutes of the described event, they are not correlated with peaks in tweet frequency. Both of these findings illustrate factors associated with gameplay tweets that are unlikely to be detected by algorithms that do not examine full context of tweets.
Tuning Into the First Word
Gameplay tweets within our corpus are identified through open and axial coding as described in our methods section. The use of "gameplay words" is dominant at the beginning of gameplay tweets, revealing a signal that is both weak and clear: weak because these tweets represent a very small number of the total tweet volume in our corpus, and clear because tweets following this pattern reveal actionable information.
Finding One: Connections: Social Media Game-Play References and Events on the Field
Two hundred and twenty-eight tweets begin with 'Manning,' in reference to New York Giants quarterback, Eli Manning, before and during the game. Several events occur with this time-bound structure: First, tweets occurring before the game discuss how Manning will perform, and remark about his performance and whether or not he will play in the Superbowl. Second, Manning gets 'sacked' during a 'first drive.' For example:
2/5/12 23:37 Manning sacked twice to end the first drive!!! #sb46#GoPats 2/5/12 23:38 Manning sacked twice on opening drive! Way to go pats defense! #sb46 2/5/12 23:43 Manning #sacked twice in his first offensive hahaha! #superbowl
This 'event' would not be detected by current algorithms that focus on keywords and tweet frequency, not only due to obscure language, but more importantly because they represent a fraction of the total tweets referring to Manning, which are bound to overlap, and because most do not refer to action on the field. Although some of the other gameplay events we report are more substantial, they represent at best under 200 tweets occurring within several minutes of a key play. The interesting, actionable information is hidden within the noise of larger volumes of less game-relevant information. This informational noise, however, is what is most likely to be detected by current event-detection algorithms. It is only by focusing on the content of Tweets, not merely hashtags, that this actionable information becomes visible.
The event of Manning's third touchdown pass to Cruz is mentioned but receives modest coverage in this format, potentially explained by tweet syntax that includes 'Touchdown' as the first word. There were 490 tweets beginning with 'Touchdown' during the course of the game. Of those, 142 occur between 23:51 GMT and23:58 GMT. This is around the time of Manning's touchdown pass to Cruz, and. 71% of these tweets occur between 6:51 and 6:52. Another 191 tweets capture the Patriots touchdown between 0:47 and 0:58 GMT with 104 (54%) occurring within the first minute and 77% (148) 
2/6/12 2:35: Manning to Manningham!!!!!! What a great catch! #SB46
Touchdowns are yet another 'event' captured. The 490 'touchdown' tend to be quite terse. Closer examination of those reporting the event of Manning's touchdown pass to Cruz shows distinct structure: the word Touchdown (with or without a hashtag) followed by the scoring team and sometimes the score or other brief commentary. For example:
2/5/12 23:51: Touchdown #Giants !, TOUCHDOWN #Giants! 2 Manning to Victor Cruz!!! 9-0... Bad defense!!! Cest La Vie!!! #SB46
2/5/12 23:52: Touchdown Giants ! #superbowl
In addition, as noted earlier, roughly 70% occur within the first two minutes after a touchdown event.
Between 2:03 and 2:07 GMT64 tweets occur beginning with the word 'Interception.' Many contain #giants and, like the Touchdown tweets, they are short, containing two or more hashtags. Fewer than five tweets begin with the word 'interception' at other times.
Finally, 77 tweets begin with "Welker" (wide receiver for the Patriots); 52 are during the Superbowl. Of those, 29 tweets occurring between 2:30 and 2:39 refer tooWelker 'dropping' a pass. Most of these tweets occurred within two minutes of the game-play event.
Our results suggest that structure (i.e. use of the same first word) in combination with the keyword represents an event, not the keyword alone. Moreover, these keywords are hard to predict. Even if those using the keyword, but not the structure, are actually depicting the event, there is yet another layer: the adoption of identical structure reveals something about the nature of conversation in this domain. These users are suggesting that they are aware enough of their environment (particularly exceptional given the time frame) to mimic a format for reporting on events they are mutually observing.
Finding Two: Connecting Game-Play Tweets to Game-Play: Action and Recap
We looked at tweet tpm surrounding each event described in the gameplay observation section. We note that patterned structure we call 'gameplay tweets' roughly occur within six to seven minutes of an event on the field, but these time frames do not correspond to increases in tweet frequency per minute. Figure  1 shows the frequency of tweets 40 minutes before and after two major events in the game: (1) the Giants' first touchdown (top) and (2) Eli Manning's successful pass to Mario Manningham (bottom). Average tweets over four minutes are represented (in red) as well as tpm (dotted blue line). During the touchdown time series, we see a slight spike two minutes after the Touchdown described by our game-play tweets (top graph). This spike does not correspond to our gameplay tweets, most of which occur during the same minute as the touchdown (6:51) with 71% of our game-play tweets occurring between 6:51 and 6:52. The spike in overall tweets doesn't occur until 6:53, when our gameplayers are starting to dwindle. The rolling four minute average in the first time series graph indicates a higher average tpm in the minutes prior to the first touchdown, at the first kickoff at the start of the game (at 6:31) and following an Audi commercial (at around 6:40), but begins a slight downward trend following that first touchdown. We can only speculate that the beginning of the game and the Audi commercial account for those spikes, as we have not done content analysis of those data.
The final sideline pass to Manning described by our gameplay tweets (bottom graph) also does not peak. It is followed by a very minor spike, barely detectable in the overall data set. What's significant here is that the gameplay tweets during this event do not peak at all. The rolling four minute average shows a slight upward trend much later, during the final play of the game. Again, we are unsure what causes this spike.
Findings Validation
Our results show that gameplay-specific keywords at the beginning of tweets occur at a low volume relative to the overall tpm, but are a strong signal about game-play activities. To determine if our findings related to the Superbowl were anomalous, we developed an algorithmic approach focusing on this signal identified through our manual, qualitative analysis.
Validation Tools
We collected Tweets for the 2013 World Series between the St. Louis Cardinals and Boston Red Sox using the same technology used to collect Superbowl data in 2012. We implemented the algorithm implied by our initial findings using the Haskell programming language. Haskell is a compiled, fast, strongly-typed and purely functional language. It combines benefits of very high levels of abstraction in programming languages with the speed of a low level language, allowing programmers to accurately and rapidly develop programs. Haskell includes a statistics package for basic statistical analysis and binning for histograms. In addition to Haskell we used the MySQL database management system to execute database queries on our tweet corpus. Tweets were gathered for individual tests with our tool by batch SQL queries and saved to text files. Bags of words were also saved to text files for use by our tool.
Validation Methods
Our tool treated each tweet as a list of tokens. Algorithmically building on our findings, a bag of words including player names, and key events in the game of Baseball as identified on Baseball's Wikipedia page and the rosters of the Boston Red Sox and St. Louis Cardinals were read into a static data structure (Bag of World Series Words, or BWSW) for every test we ran. Our algorithm indicates words found in a tweet that are included in our BWSW. For every tweet, or list of tokens, we paired each individual token with a number into a tuple (pair) data structure indicating the token's index in the tweet. For tokens appearing at the very beginning of a tweet, a tuple would look like (0, "RT") where "RT" is the token itself. The index of a token indicates distance from the beginning of the tweet. If the index is zero, then the token is the first word.
We then filtered every index-token pair by whether or not the token portion of the pair appeared in BWSW. To the extent that a higher proportion of the words in the BWSW are found at the beginning tweets, on average, the validation of our findings in a similar, but distinct cultural event in the USA.
All index-token pairs containing a token not in the bag of words were discarded from our tabulation. We collected the indexes from the remaining pairs. This collection represented all recorded positions of a word in the bag of words appearing in our corpus. The collection was then fed to the statistics package for binning and the results outputted as a spreadsheet for data visualization.
Findings Validated
Our analysis of the 2013 World Series Twitter Corpora applies qualitative findings from our analysis of the 2012 Superbowl. This analysis validates the two findings we report and provides further insight into making sense of gameplay culture as it exists on Twitter. We processed our original Superbowl corpora using the same algorithm. One key distinction between the "Bags of Words" used in each case is noteworthy. In the case of our original analysis, we identified specific player names and gameplay terms through analysis of tweet contents. In the case of baseball, we simply took common baseball terms and all player names. Figure 2 demonstrates that baseball and player specific terms are most heavily concentrated at the very beginning of the tweets in the corpora; consistent with our findings from the Superbowl. Figure  3 shows the Superbowl corpora reported in findings one and two processed through the same algorithm as the 2013 World Series corpora. The 2013 World Series included six games as compared to the singular event of the Superbowl, which relates to the greater volume of World Series tweets containing gameplay words. Baseball's world series may run more than a week and include discussion of events in between games. In figure 4 , we can see that the called even of an obstruction figures prominently at the very end of the game. Figure 5 provides an indication of the relationship between baseball keywords at the front of tweets, the ratio of those keywords to the tpm and the total tpm. In order to facilitate comparisons visually, we perform a log transformation on the "keywords at front per minute" and the tpm (Cleveland, 1985) . The black line represents the ratio between the two. Figure 5 shows how the ratio of keywords at the beginning of tweets to overall tpm in the baseball corpora rises first in time; followed by the total keywords at the beginning of tweets, followed by the tpm. This illustrates how an algorithmic operationalization of the findings in our paper could be applied in an "early warning" type of manner during gameplay analysis. 
Figure 2 -Baseball-Specific Bag of Words indexical Location in Tweet for the 2013 World Series
Validation Caveats and Considerations
A key issue in twitter analysis is filtering noise that is common to tweets. Many tweets occur in the midst of a Twitter conversation among users or in the act of rebroadcasting a message. This creates a padding at the beginning of tweets with retweet indicators and at-mention tokens unrelated to the messages we were hoping to observe. To mitigate this we added an additional cleaning function to remove this cruft from the beginning of the tweet. At-mentions not occurring at the beginning of a tweet were preserved, as they were more likely to be an integral part of the message. The function we wrote would continue to drop tokens from the beginning of the list until a token was encountered that was neither an "RT" (retweet) token or a pattern that matched an at-mention (starting with an ampersand, alphanumerics and underscores following, potentially ending in a colon).
Game 3 -We see that our bag of words is focused at the beginning of tweets across multiple games, confirming our Superbowl hypothesis. When we narrow the analysis to the two most common baseball game play words within a single game, we identify a slightly different trend. First, the front loading of the "big bag" holds. Second, we focus on key event words from Game 3 -"Hit, Run, and Obstruction". Hit and Run are part of the original "big bag" and are top words across all games. Obstruction refers to the event that closed Game 3, where the Cardinals scored a run on a controversial play where the umpire called obstruction.
Limitations
We identified an interesting structural pattern in low volume tweets occurring during sporting events. One advantage of sporting events compared to other event types is that these types of "virtual scenes" have a clear vernacular practice much like what Peterson and Bennett identified in hip hop culture (Peterson & Bennett, 2004) . Football and baseball each have language and phrasing (vernacular practices) that go along with the games. We were able to uncover a previously unrecognized pattern of these practices on Twitter. What we do not know is whether or not less highly structured social and cultural events, like disasters or politics, have a stable enough vernacular to support this analytical strategy. Unlike games, there are not established rules or a priori "players" one can search for in the Twitter stream.
Discussion
Integration of Information and Social Behavior Theory
Our results suggest that studies approaching the examination of Twitter as a third place and Information Grounds provide a, theoretically informed perspective with specific advantages for refining computational analysis of action on Twitter. This is particularly the case for social and information behavior related to events on Twitter. First, these frames aided us in distinguishing signal from noise on Twitter. The language contained in tweets alone did not provide this insight; it was only through theoretically guided qualitative analysis, a strategy not described elsewhere in Twitter literature, that we found the patterns we describe.
There are four salient aspects of the way Twitter can be conceptualized through the theories that we chose to integrate in this study. First, Information Grounds was critical in guiding our analysis, focusing our attention on sub-contexts based primarily on people's perspectives at various times during the game. Second, there is room for speculation regarding whether linguistic patterns are learned within the span of the event or over longer periods of Twitter use. The linguistic patterns we identify through theoretically informed examination of Tweets in our corpus lead us to confirm Twitter as a unique form of mass communication and social networking. We point out specific differences, notably the coexistence of social connection and unplanned information diffusion in a way that is explainable through our chosen theoretical constructs.
A third aspect of theory, leading us to conceptualize Twitter as participatory mass media, emerges from the role of wordplay in the construction of third places. Within this wordplay, the nature of gameplay tweets mediated by linguistic cues (e.g. a shared starting phrase) or phrase fragments (e.g. 'Could[n't] care less about...', 'Countdown to...', etc) show specific promise for filtering actionable information. Algorithm developers may take special interest in this finding.
Systematic Methods for Applying Theory To Inform Algorithms
Algorithm development is informed by theories related to frequency of tweets, or the frequency of specific words within tweets indicating an event. We think that measures like these, which do not consider the meaning behind the tweet, are unlikely to isolate clear, actionable information. Future research will benefit from incorporating social and information science theory more directly into algorithm development, and mapping algorithm design not only to computational phenomena, but also to social phenomena.
Recounting events and portending future consequences, gameplay tweets are a proxy for 'actionable information' in our study. These gameplay tweets are patterned, but significant amounts of actionable information become invisible to conventional algorithms when structural features other than the commonly identified @-replies, @-mentions, and hashtags are used to draw attention to specific tweets. Following this recognition of underlying mechanisms for community behavior that utilize differing structure, our findings indicate that interpretations and value judgments of @-mentions, retweets and @-reply behavior require more specific operationalization. Researchers readily draw from Twitter streams to extract data based on structural features that create something like a mainstream channel. Gameplay tweets, however, do not utilize game event specific hashtags to create a formal 'channel.' Filtering by prior keywords and frequency, a method employed by Zhao et al. (2011) and Chakrabarti and Punera (2011) , may not detect nuanced vocabulary that emerges during the game.
People in our data set tag tweets as related to the Superbowl; but there is no sub-classification through which to discern useful, interesting and game-relevant information from the noise. Our findings show that Zhao et al.'s (2011) strategy of removing content (username, punctuation, emoticons, etc) from Tweets has perilous implications for modeling the social and information behavior of users during a large scale cultural event like the Superbowl. Our analysis shows that Tweet text analysis is necessary to more fully identify information grounds emerging around gameplay events, and perhaps in other large scale contexts of Twitter use as well.
We set out to inform the development of more reliable event-detection on Twitter. Our strategy for collecting and managing data is a key component of this paper's contribution. We describe our API choices and data collection strategy with a specificity and clearly stated rationale that we hope will become more common in Twitter research. Our study selects data using the Search API in order to ensure that we sample the information stream from Twitter that is most salient to our research questions. The more common use of Twitter's streaming API for Twitter research requires careful reflection, particularly when the information phenomena under study are not drawn from the full universe, but from a particular set of events.
Conclusion
Baseball and Football Championships as Scenes in US Culture
That we find similar phenomena associated with twitter use around two major sporting events in the same culture (USA) evokes similarity with the study of music scenes (Peterson & Bennett, 2004) , particularlythe Hip Hop music scene in the US (Dowdy, 2007) . Peterson and Bennett (2004) explore the importance of a third, virtual scene in the promulgation of music fandom in much the same way as we explore Twitter as an information grounds or third place. In essence, the corpora of discourse around a game or particular team can be thought of as a "virtual fanzine"; one needs only to search for tweets about their team, or the hashtag they are following to generate a custom, near real time "fanzine" to participate in during the game. In a broader sense, music scenes, like the emergence of scenes around Twitter during major sporting events, are exercises in agency and collective membership connected to individual identities. We see from our analysis of how context relevant words at the very beginning of tweets are an indicator of salient events in these games that there are ways for detecting growing agency. Such signals may be put to use for encouraging such third places, or for surveillance.
The media behaviors we identify are distinct precisely because they follow a moving time window, moving through Twitter in connection with game-play events. In a sense, these patterns are a window into the group-level activity that reflects a variety of sub-contexts. Insights about where to focus for signal in Twitter emerge from our use of theory, and our findings provide specific guidance for future algorithm development. Our main contribution is to demonstrate the advantages available to algorithm design using explicit application of relevant theory.
Future Directions
Our findings lead us to pose three questions for reflection and analysis in future studies: (1) What benefits result when web researchers and Twitter users incorporate social and information behavior theories explicitly in algorithm design? (2) How and to what extent can theoretically informed, systematic, mixed methods of analysis aid us in making sense of Twitter and developing algorithms for actionable event-detection? (3) How and to what extent are computational methods not informed by social or information theories inherently limited in identifying actionable information about people?
